Resurrection Colouring & Decoding

Whether you want to do some challenging decoding or have a relaxing colouring-in session, this should please everyone. These worksheets go well alongside other Easter activities and religious services, and can be completed individually in someone’s own time or done together in a group session.

What To Do

Each number represents a letter – see grid. Substitute the lines of numbers for letters. This will reveal words. Once complete, colour in the Resurrection image.

Setting Up

For individual activity, print out and allow people to complete it in their own time. As a group session, write out the decoder grid onto a large whiteboard and work as a team to complete the words.

Bible Reading

“Don’t be alarmed,” he said. “You are looking for Jesus the Nazarene, who was crucified. He has risen! He is not here. See the place where they laid him.”

Mark 16:6 (NIV)
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